
 

 

 

Abstract— The authors propose a method for describing system 

management operations based upon patterns identified by analyzing 

operations in data centers. Combined with a CMS (Configuration 

Management System) defined in ITIL®(Information Technology 

Infrastructure Library), it is possible to calculate energy consumption 

of an information system managed by management operations 

described by the proposed method. To demonstrate the effectiveness 

of the method, examples of saving energy in operations described by 

the proposed method are shown with an example of calculating the 

energy savings. 

 

Keywords— System management, Patterns, Green IT, Description 

method, CMS  

I. INTRODUCTION 

NFORMATION technologies can contribute to solving 

environmental issues via two different approaches. The 

first is to reduce the energy consumption of actual IT 

equipment. According to a survey conducted by the Ministry of 

Economy, Trade, and Industry of Japan in 2007, approximately 

5% of the total electricity consumption in Japan was by IT 

equipment in 2006. The survey predicted that by 2025, if 

current trends continue, 20% of the total electricity 

consumption in Japan will be by IT equipment. Therefore, 

reduction of electricity consumption by IT equipment, 

sometimes called “greening of IT”[1], has become an urgent 

issue. 

The second approach is to reduce the energy consumption in 

general human activities by taking advantage of state-of-the-art 

IT solutions. This is sometimes called “greening through 

IT”[2]. Typical examples of “greening through IT” activities 

are reducing business trips by using teleconferences, reducing 

usage of paper by using electronic devices to store and 

reference information, and replacing physical experiments by 

computer simulations.  

In this paper, the authors focus on the greening of IT in large 

scale data centers. For a large scale data center, we need to 

consider energy consumption by the various facilities of the 

data center as well as by each piece of IT equipment[3]. For 

facilities such as buildings, research is being conducted on 

mechanisms to reduce energy consumption while keeping 

 
 

 

users comfortable[4][5].  

Using IT equipment in an energy efficient manner is within 

the realm of system management, which has the goals of 

reducing costs and also ensuring the high availability of 

information systems. Automating system management 

operations is considered to be a promising solution for attaining 

the goals of system management[6]. However, although various 

research efforts have been made in this direction, there are still 

many problems to be solved with regards to building automated 

system management environments that are workable and 

effective for enterprise IT systems[7]. As preparation toward 

automating system management operations, the authors 

identified patterns of such operations by analyzing the 

operations in data centers[8]. The reason for extracting patterns 

of system management operations is that it is more efficient to 

devise automation strategies for patterns than for individual 

operations. In this paper, the authors propose a method for 

describing system management operations based upon the 

results of their previous work. 

As mentioned, reduction of energy consumption at large scale 

centers has recently become a very serious issue[9]. Operations 

to save energy can be considered as an extension of system 

management operations[10]. To verify the descriptive ability of 

the proposed method, several energy saving operations listed in 

[11] are described by the proposed method. Furthermore, the 

authors shows the method can also be used to describe not only 

management operations of IT equipment but also those of data 

center facilities. Integration of system management and facility 

management operations is effective in ensuring optimal energy 

consumption by all components and facilities of a data center. 

II. OVERVIEW OF PATTERNS OF SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 

OPERATIONS 

This chapter gives an overview of the results of the previous 

work[10]. This is necessary for understanding the current paper. 

A. Model of System Management Operations 

Each system management operation can be formulated as 

follows: 

(1) An operation is described as a directed acyclic graph 

(DAG). The direction of an arc between nodes indicates the 

order of execution between the work units denoted by the 

nodes. 
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Table 1: Operation Patterns 

Category Sub-category Pattern ID 

Periodic 

customary 
－ Pattern 1 

Non-periodic 

customary 

Without Condition Check Pattern 2-1 

With Condition Check Pattern 2-2 

Notification 
Without Condition Check Pattern 3-1 

With Condition Check Pattern 3-2 

Error Recovery － Pattern 4 

 

Pattern 1：Periodic Customary Operation

E A

Timer Monitoring Notification/Recovering action

Pattern 2-1： Non-Periodic Customary Operation （Without Condition Check）

E A

Event monitoring/

Active manual operation
Data manipulation/

Recovering action

E A

Event monitoring/

Active manual

operation

Recovering Action/

Data manipulation

C J

A

Notification/Recovering Action

OK

NG
Checking

prerequisite

for Action

Pattern 2-2：Non-Periodic Customary Operation （With Condition Check）

Pattern 3-1： Notification (Without Condition Check)

E A

Event monitoring Notification

Pattern 3-2: Notification (With Condition Check)

E A

Event monitoring/

Active manual operation

Notification

C J

A

abnormal

Check status

normal

NOP

Pattern 4: Error Recovery

E A

Event monitoring

C J

A

OK

NGChecking

prerequisite

for actions

Notification

A

Recovery action/

Data manipulation

 
Fig. 2: Graphical Representations of Patterns 

Ｅ C J

A

A A

Ｅ：Event Detection, C：Condition Check,　Ｊ：Judgment,　 Ａ：Action

 
Fig. 1: A Sample Operation 

(2) A work unit is categorized into one of the following four 

categories: 

       Event Detection (E): Detection of a status change that 

invokes an operation 

       Condition Check (C): Check condition for an object 

related to the operation 

       Judgment (J): Selection of a subsequent unit of work 

based upon results of a condition check 

       Action (A): Actions to be taken on the object of the 

operation  

(3) The following restrictions apply to the graph configuration: 

(a) The root of the graph must be a single Event Detection 

node. 

(b) The leaves of the graph must be Action nodes. 

(c) For every Judgment node there must exist at least one 

incoming arc from a Condition Check node.  

(d) Targets of arcs starting from a Judgment node must be an 

Action node or Condition Check node. 

 

Fig. 1 shows an example of a graph representing an 

operation by this definition. 

B. Extracted Patterns 

By analyzing the actual system management operations 

conducted in data centers, four patterns and six sub-patterns 

were identified and extracted. Table 1 lists the patterns. 

  Each pattern is described briefly below. 

(1) Pattern 1: Periodic Customary Operation 

This pattern is used for an action that is performed 

periodically: like invocation, termination, restart, or data 

manipulation.   

(2) Pattern 2: Non-Periodic Customary Operation 

This pattern is used for operations that are customary but 

not periodic because they can be performed at a time when a 

certain condition is satisfied, or should be performed after 

completion of another operation for which the termination 

timing is uncertain. A Condition Check (Pattern 2-2) may be 

performed before an Action is performed. 

(3) Pattern 3: Notification 

This pattern is used for operations that report a change in 

the status of a monitored object to an operator, so that the 

operator can then perform an appropriate action if necessary. 

In this pattern, as in Pattern 2, a Condition Check may be 

performed before an Action (Pattern 3-2).  

(4) Pattern 4: Error Recovery 

This pattern is used for operations to recover from system 

failures. An operation of this pattern is invoked when the status 
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<Operation> ::= <Operation ID><Pattern ID><Operation-body>
<Operation-body> ::= <Event-Detection> <Action-body>
<Action-body] ::= <Condition-Check-list> <Judgment>

{ <Condition> <Action-list>}+ |
<Action-list>

<Condition-Check-list> ::= <Condition-Check> {<Condition-Check-list>}
<Action-list>  ::= {<Action>}
<Operation ID> ::= Operation : operation name
<Pattern ID> ::=  Pattern: pattern name
<Event-Detection> ::= Event: <Target> event detection description
<Condition-Check> ::= Condition: <Target> condition check description
<Judgment> ::= Judgment
<Condition> ::= When: check result description
<Action> ::= Action: <Target> action description
<Target> ::= Target: target description

 

Fig. 3: BNF Representation of the Description Method 

of a monitored object changes and after checking prerequisites 

of Action work units. 

     Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of these patterns.   
 

III. A METHOD FOR DESCRIBING SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 

OPERATIONS 

This chapter describes a method for describing system 

management operations (a description method), based upon 

the patterns described in Chapter II. 

A.  Definitions of Terms 

In order to describe system management operations, this 

paper uses several terms defined in ITIL
®
 [12]. ITIL

® 
is a well 

known and widely accepted framework of best practices for 

delivering IT services including system management 

operations. The term definitions are given next. 

 

Configuration item (CI): 

Any component that needs to be managed in order to 

deliver IT services. Information about each CI is recorded in a 

configuration record within the configuration management 

system and is maintained throughout its lifecycle by 

configuration management. CIs are under the control of change 

management. CIs typically include IT services, hardware, 

software, buildings, people, and formal documentation such as 

process documentation and SLAs. 

 

Configuration management system (CMS): 

A set of tools and databases that are used to manage an IT 

service provider’s configuration data. The CMS also includes 

information about incidents, problems, known errors, changes 

and releases, and may contain data about employees, suppliers, 

locations, business units, customers, and users. The term 

CMDB (configuration management database) is often used as a 

synonym of CMS. 

B. Scope of the Description Method 

The description method proposed in this paper provides 

abstract level semantics for descriptions of system 

management operations in semi-formal pseudo-code style. 

Although it is necessary to define precise concrete syntax and 

semantics to implement automation tools for operations, 

conceptual level design is essential as the first step. Once the 

conceptual level definition is established, it is possible to 

proceed to design concrete level rendering of conceptual level 

designs, in either XML, textural, or graphical format.  

     The ultimate purpose of the description method is full 

automation of system management operations. For such full 

automation, a CMS defined as in ITIL
®
 is indispensable. 

Therefore, this paper assumes the existence of a CMS.  

C. Requirements of the Description Method 

This subsection discusses requirements of the description 

method. 

     By the definition of CI, not only tangible assets like servers 

and software, but also intangible assets like process documents 

of system management operation are considered as CIs and 

managed by a CMS. Each CI managed by a CMS should be 

identified by a unique identifier. Thus, each description of a 

system management operation must have a unique identifier. 

     Because all system management operations belong to one of 

the patterns described in Chapter II, the description must contain 

information about the pattern. 

     Work units that consist of operations are to be described. The 

CMS stores information about work units and unique IDs that are 

assigned. The CMS also stores information about the targets of 

work units, such as devices to be monitored by an 

Event-Detection work unit and artifacts to be affected by an 

Action work unit, and unique IDs that are assigned. 

     Because an Action work unit may issue an event and can 

invoke another system management operation, complex 

operations can be implemented by a sequence of operations 

denoted by one of the patterns. 

     Action work units subsequent to a Judgment work unit must 

be marked by result of a Condition-Check work unit to identify 

the condition of their execution. 

D. BNF representation of the Description Method 

     Considering the scope and requirements explained in the 

previous sections, system management operations can be 

described in the format shown in Fig. 3, in BNF notation. In this 

paper terminal symbols denoted by italics are given in natural 

language descriptions for explanations. Note that Fig. 3 shows 

the grammar for the pseudo-language used for explanations, and 

does not give the grammar used for input into system 

management tools.  

     For input into automation tools, a concrete definition of the 

format (for example, an XML schema and interface definition to 

the CMS) needs to be specified from the format defined in Fig. 3. 

However, the definition given in Fig. 3 is adequate for explaining 

the usefulness and power of the proposed description method. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF ENERGY SAVING OPERATIONS BY THE 

PROPOSED METHOD 

This chapter gives examples of energy saving operations, 

using the proposed description method. 
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Operation : Resolve Hot Spot
Pattern : Error Recovery
Event : Target : Temperature_sensor1

when temperature exceeds threshold
Condition: Target: Server-pool availability of servers 
Judgment: 
When: Available 

Action : Target : Server-pool Provisioning of servers available
Action : Target : in-use-Servers-and-newly-added-servers

Reconfigure to move workload to newly added servers
Action:  Target: in-use-Servers turn-off

When: Not-available
Action : Target : System-Operator

Notify that temperature exceeds the limit
 

Fig. 8: Example of an Error Recovery Operation  

1. Before maintenance

In use by the system

2. First stage of maintenance

Turn on inactive servers and

perform maintenance.

In use by the system

3. Second stage of maintenance

Change the configuration to use upgraded servers for the system.

In use by the system

4. After maintenance

Perform maintenance and turn off unused servers.

In use by the system

Active

server

Active

server

Inactive

server

Inactive

server

Active

server

Active

server

Upgraded

server

Upgraded

server

Upgraded

server

Upgraded

server

Unused 

server

Unused 

server

Upgraded

server

Upgraded

server

Upgraded

server

Upgraded

server

 
Fig. 6: Rolling Upgrade  

Monitoring tool screen

Temperature event 
monitoring server

Abnormal
temperature

Server room

Check condition and
perform action

Scenario execution
tool

System management tool event list 

・Change energy saving mode
・Reduce number of servers

Event issuance

Event selection

Abnormal 
temperature
notification

Scenario of actions

Temperature sensor

 
Fig. 9: Overview of Fig. 8 Error Recovery Operations 

 

Operation : environment change notification
Pattern : Notification
Event : Target : environment-sensor234 when a threshold is reached
Action : Target : Environment-management-server

issue an event notifying environment change 

Fig. 7: Example of a Notification Pattern Operation  

Operation : shutdown
Pattern : Periodic Customary
Event : Target : timer at 11 p.m.  on business days
Action : Target : Server123 turn-off

Operation : wakeup
Pattern : Periodic Customary
Event : Target : timer at 6 a.m. on business days
Action : Target : Server123 turn-on

Fig. 4: Example of a Periodic Customary Pattern Operation  

Operation : rolling upgrade
Pattern : Non-periodic Customary
Event : Target : timer at specified time during off peak period
Action: Target: turned_off_servers turn-on
Action: Target: turned_off_servers upgrade
Action: Target: all_servers

configuration change to use turned_off_servers
Action : Target : unused_servers upgrade
Action : Target : unused_servers turn-off

Fig. 5: Example of a Non-Periodic Customary Pattern 

Operation  

A. Examples of Energy Saving Operations 

Fig. 4 gives an example of the periodic customary pattern. 

This sample describes an operation to shut down Server123 

(which hosts an application that is used only in business hours) 

at 11 p.m., and to wake it up at 6 a.m. This shutdown saves the 

electricity consumed unnecessarily by the server during off 

hours. If the CMS stores power consumption information about 

the server, it is possible to estimate the amount of electricity 

that is saved by these operations.  

    

Fig. 5 gives an example of the non-periodic customary pattern. 

The operations in Fig. 5 use a “rolling upgrade”[13], a 

technique for performing maintenance operations without 

shutting down services. Fig. 6 explains the rolling upgrade. 

During these operations, the minimum number of servers are 

powered on. 

    Fig. 7 gives an example of the notification pattern. In this 

operation, environment information useful for saving energy is 

reported: for example, information such as temperature and 

humidity changes in the server room. Because operations of this 

pattern only perform notifications, actual energy saving 

operations are performed by subsequent automated operations or 

by manual operations. For example, actions taken when an 

environment change is reported might include adjusting the 

temperature and humidity of the server room in order to avoid 

condensation or static electricity, and moving the workload from 

servers in a hot area to servers in a cooler area in order to 

improve the efficiency of cooling in the server room.  

Fig. 8 gives an example of the error recovery pattern, which 

can be applied if actions performed manually by operators in the 

example shown in Fig. 7 can be performed automatically. Fig. 9 

shows the situation of operations of Fig. 8.  
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Description of operation “shutdown”

info. on “Server123”：
CPU, memory, 

power rating etc.

Operation : shutdown
Pattern : Periodic Customary
Event : Target : timer at 11 p.m.  on business days
Action : Target : Server123 turn-off

Operation : wakeup
Pattern : Periodic Customary
Event : Target : timer at 6 a.m. on business days
Action : Target : Server123 turn-on

CMS

Description of operation “wakeup”

info. on “shutdown”

info. on “wakeup”

 

Fig. 11: Relationship between Descriptions of System Management 

Operations and the CMS 

 

Table 2: System Used in the Estimation 

Types of applications Web-based collaboration in a 

large-scale enterprise, including  

email, scheduling, and BBS  

Number of registered 

users 

More than 300,000  

Geographical 

distribution of users  

More than 90% of users are in 

eastern Asia 

Number of servers Web/application servers: 30 

Database servers: 5 

Other servers: 50 

Power consumption of 

servers (kW/h) 

Web/application servers: 0.3 kW 

Database servers: 0.7 kW 

Other servers: 30 kW 

Workload during 

off-peak hours 

25% of peak workload in eastern 

Asia off-peak hours 

 

Operation : Dynamic Workload Management -add servers
Pattern : Error Recovery
Event : Target : Workload-Sensor-for-the-system 

when the workload reaches over upper limit
Condition: Target: Server-pool availability of servers 
Judgment: 
When: Available 

Action : Target : Server-pool Provisioning of servers available
Action : Target : in-use-Servers-and-newly-added-servers

Reconfigure to utilize newly added servers
When: Not-available

Action : Target : System-Operator
Notify that workload exceeds the limit

Operation : Dynamic Workload Management-delete servers
Pattern : Error Recovery
Event : Target : Workload-Sensor-for-the-system 

when the workload reaches under lower limit
Condition: Target: Number-of-servers-used-for-the-system 
Judgment: 
When: 

Over-Lower-Limit 
Action : Target : Servers-used-by-the-system

Reconfigure to reduce number of servers
Action : Target : Removed-servers

Turn off 
When:

Lower-Limit  

 

Fig.10 Another Example of an Error Recovery Operation 

Fig. 10 gives one more example of operations in the error 

recovery pattern. This example assumes that the system 

configuration is scalable and unused servers in a data center are 

managed in the CMS as a server pool. These operations have 

two parts: adding servers when the workload is predicted to 

exceed the capacity of the current servers, and removing 

servers when the workload is predicted to stay lower than the 

capacity of the current servers. 

B. Evaluation of the Description Method 

In previous work[5], system management operations are 

described in natural language. For example, the operation in 

Fig. 10 is described as follows: 

 

When the workload of the system is predicted to remain 

low based on monitored statistics, unneeded servers are 

turned off. Likewise, when the system workload is 

predicted to increase based on monitored statistics, 

inactive servers are turned on. 

 

     By using the proposed description method, targets of 

operations are clearly stated and the procedures to be 

performed can be precisely defined. By using a standardized 

description method like the proposed one, it is possible to 

normalize the level of descriptions even when a team of 

designers with different skills composes them. Furthermore, a 

tool can be used to check the description format. Although the 

purpose of the proposed description method is to automate 

system management, human operators can easily understand 

standardized descriptions. This makes review sessions of 

system management operations more efficient and productive.   

The amount of energy saved by operations described in the 

proposed description method can be estimated, assuming that 

the CMS stores the appropriate information (such as, power 

consumption of devices in a data center, and estimation of 

workloads) as shown in Fig. 11. This is useful for estimating 

energy consumption changes, when system management 

operations are modified or new devices in the data center are 

installed. The next chapter gives an example of estimating such 

changes in an actual system.  

V. EXAMPLE OF ESTIMATING ENERGY SAVED BY SYSTEM 

MANAGEMENT OPERATION 

This chapter gives an example of estimating the energy saved 

by a system management operation in an actual data center. 

A. Overview of the System Used in the Estimation 

Table 2 summarizes the system used in the estimation. The 

system is a work-collaboration system used in a large scale 

enterprise. Because the enterprise headquarters are located in 

eastern Asia, during off-peak hours in the eastern Asia area, the 

system workload reduces to about 25% of the peak hours. Fig. 14 

shows the typical workload variation in a business day. 

   Fig. 13 shows the system configuration of this system. The 

Web/application servers in Fig. 13 are scalable. Therefore, 

during off-peak hours, the number of these servers can be 
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Fig. 14: Hourly Workload Change in a Work-Collaboration System  

Over One Day 

Load balancer

Intranet

Web/application servers Database servers

Scale out/in according to workload

Other servers

Fig. 13: Server Configuration in the Model Case  

Operation : Collaboration system management -add servers
Pattern : Periodic Compulsory
Event : Target : Timer 

at 8 a.m. on business day
Action : Target : Turned-off-servers

Turn on
Action : Target: Servers-for-this-system

Reconfigure to utilize turned on servers

Operation : Collaboration system management-delete servers
Pattern : Periodic Compulsory
Event : Target : Timer 

at 10 p.m. on business day
Action : Target : Servers-used-by-the-system

Reconfigure to reduce number of servers by 22
Action : Target : Removed-servers

Turn off 

 

Fig. 12: Operations Used in the Estimation 

reduced to approximately 25% of those used at peak time. 

Database servers and other servers, however, are not scalable 

and the number of these servers cannot be reduced even when 

the workload of the system is very small. 

B. System Management Operation Used for the Estimation 

Because peak hours and off-peak hours are predictable for 

this system, an operation of the periodic customary pattern is 

applicable. Fig. 12 shows descriptions of the operations. To 

estimate the reduction in the amount of electricity by the 

system management operations, information on changes in 

power usage of servers and a calendar of the company's 

working days are necessary. This information is expected to be 

stored in the CMS.  

   If the workload of the system can be monitored and 

workloads can be predicted based upon the data accumulated 

during monitoring, operations of the error recovery pattern 

similar to those given in Fig. 10 can be applied. Operations of 

the error recovery pattern are more flexible than those of the 

periodic customary pattern, because operations of the error 

recovery pattern can automatically handle unexpected changes 

in workload. Furthermore, in this case, information on the 

workdays calendar is not needed. 

C. Estimating the Energy Saved by the Operation 

As described in Fig. 12, the number of reduced servers during 

off-peak hours is 22. The total number of off-peak hours is 115 

days * 24 hours = 2,760 hours for weekends and holidays and 

250days * 10 hours = 2,500 hours for work days, giving a total of 

5,260 hours. Assuming that the information stored in the CMS 

about the power consumption of web/application servers is 0.3 

kW/h, the amount of saved electricity can be calculated as 22 * 

5,260 hours * 0.3 kW/h = 34,716 kW. This is equivalent to the 

amount of electricity consumed by eight average Japanese 

households in one year. 

The amount of electricity saved in this scenario is not trivial. 

However, when looking at the entire system, only 0.35% of total 

power consumption is reduced. This is due to the existence of a 

large number of resource-intensive servers that are not scalable, 

as described in Table 2. From this analysis, to achieve greater 

power reduction in the system, the architecture must be changed 

so that the number of “other servers” can be changed according 

to the system workload. In planning the next generation of the 

work-collaboration system, such an estimation is valuable for 

planning an energy efficient system.  

D. Estimation of Improved Architecture 

The estimation described in the previous section clarifies 

problems in the current architecture. To make the system more 

energy conscious, it is necessary to transform non-scalable 

servers to scalable servers and to replace old power-consuming 

servers by new power-efficient ones.  

Recent versions of the work-collaboration system use an 

improved architecture that enables non-scalable servers of the 

former architecture to be scalable. The basic idea of the new 

architecture is to separate the functionality that was performed 

by non-scalable servers into scalable parts and non-scalable 

parts, thereby increasing the number of scalable servers. By 

this improvement, 34 servers among the 50 “other servers” 

could be replaced by 16 scalable web/application servers 
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Fig. 15: Comparison of Electricity to be Saved in a Year 

(which could be replaced by hardware that consumes less 

power), and 4 non-scalable database servers (which could not 

be replaced by more power-efficient hardware). The power 

saved by adopting the improved version of the 

work-collaboration system and the operation of reducing the 

number of running scalable servers while off-peak hours can be 

calculated as follows: 12* 5,260 hours * 0.3 kW/h= 18,936 

kWh. Summing the savings of 18,936 kW with the savings of 

34,716 kW described in section C gives the total saved energy 

as 53,652 kW. This means that 0.9% of the total power 

consumption of the entire system can be saved by reduced 

operation in off-peak hours using the improved architecture.  

Fig. 15 shows how much electricity can be saved by 

comparing the estimates of the amount of electricity saved with 

energy-saving operations in the original architecture (described 

in section C) with the amount saved by using the improved 

architecture. By improving the architecture, the amount of 

saved electricity is more than 150% of the original architecture.  

As shown above, the combination of a CMS and the 

proposed description method is powerful and useful for 

assessing the energy consumption when changing the system 

architecture or replacing servers. For the estimation shown 

above, calculations were performed manually. However, for 

large scale data centers, manual calculations are not realistic 

and the existence of a CMS containing system management 

operation descriptions is required for periodic management of 

energy efficiency.   

VI.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the authors propose a method for describing 

system management operations based on patterns of system 

management operation. The authors demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the method by showing examples of 

descriptions of energy saving operations, including not only IT 

devices but also data center facilities like environmental 

sensors. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

combination of a CMS and the proposed description method, 

estimates of energy savings by system management operations 

are described for a real enterprise system. The estimates clarify 

architectural problems related to energy efficiency, and show 

the expected effects of an improved architecture.  
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